
Cassia Primary School in South Hedland is situated on
Kariyarra land in the Pilbara Region. The school fosters a love
of learning through our motto of Inspire, Believe, Achieve that
will see children thrive in a challenging and complex world,
and encourage them to harness their individual strengths and
address their areas of need. Since opening its doors in 1981,
Cassia Primary School has developed an enviable reputation
within the local Hedland community for providing a safe,
welcoming & nurturing educational environment.

The weather was perfect for day out volunteering in the
community of Port Hedland when nine members from the Port
Engineering Leadership Team attended Cassia Primary School
on 24th August to assist with their garden and maintenance
jobs. They provided much appreciated volunteer workforce to
not only do a complete maintenance and tidy of the school
vegetable garden and interactive learning area but also assist
the Cassia Early Learning Centre with yard busy bee. 

After a warm welcome from their host, the team broke into
groups collecting equipment and various garden tools required
to complete the tasks assigned for the day.
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"Making the school tidy for
the kids"

 
"Seeing the early learning

centre yard after the
clean-up"

 
"Working in the

community"
 

 "Getting to know each
other and of course, the

result of an improved
garden"

 
"The kids loving having us

there"
 

"The end result"
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One group tended to the onerous task of weeding the
stubborn heavy overgrowth in the 8 garden beds located the
vegetable garden area, surprised by the effort required to
remove the pesky weeds. Another crew worked to weed, trim
and cleanup the landscaped paths, trimming branches and
clearing the way for students walk without hinderance. The
team kept well hydrated and were happy for the breaks under
the shady trees, before returning to their tasks.They
recommenced mowing the lawn, whipper snipping and
weeding the whole yard in the Early Learning Centre, before
moving to the grassed areas outside the classes.

Watched on by students and staff, the team worked tirelessly
through the day and were rewarded with a well-earned lunch
before the finishing the jobs for the day. The bell rang to
signal the end of the day for students and the team. 

Thanks to all for a great job, the Cassia Primary school staff
could not have been happier with the results:

 “We are so appreciative of the assistance form the team, the work they
completed in one day has been of huge benefit to the school" - Cassia

Primary School Staff 

Fantastic effort team, your contribution has been of great
support to the community of Port Hedland we hope you
enjoyed your team volunteering day.

Click here to view photos from
the day.

https://flic.kr/s/aHBqjA57b8

